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all is the season for entering a work flow process. The university comes alive
with new and renewed employees who rested during the summer, and with new
goals and directions. Under the influence of the season’s work energy that promises
interesting tasks, we decided to dedicate the new issue of “That’s So HSE” to the
work process. To be more precise, it is dedicated to administrative personnel without
whom the existence of the university would be impossible.
In this new issue we are featuring opinion of two groups: administrative management
personnel (AMP) and administrative support personnel (ASP). Based on the data of
Monitoring of administrative personnel, we present how employees of administrative
divisions evaluate work conditions and their colleagues at NRU HSE, what they
expect from their work at HSE, and what suggestions they have for development of
the university.
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Professional trajectories and goals of administrative personnel

Employment before NRU HSE

51%
34%

For-proﬁt organization

18%

18%

Research institute/
laboratory/ research center

10%

4%

School/ lyceum/ gymnasium

Professional goals for the future:
Desired
Expected

68%

23% Receive a raise

54%

41% development without

40%

15% Receive a promotion

Administrative
personnel

University

Non-education state
organization

10%

Apart from administrative work NRU HSE
personnel are occupied with the following

Participate in professional
sacriﬁcing work hours

47%

29%

20%

12% Start teaching

Scientiﬁc research
at NRU HSE

Scientiﬁc research
outside of NRU HSE

12%

15% Move to a different

38%

29%
8%

22%

division at NRU HSE

Freelance

Entrepreneurship

Teaching
at NRU HSE

Teaching outside
of NRU HSE

Move to a different
organization

Sources: Monitoring of administrative personnel 2012, N=239.
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Evaluation of statements about professional activity at NRU HSE1

Evaluation of work conditions²
AMP

Connect work tasks execution with the high
degree of responsibility

Completely agree with the statement
that a direct supervisor...³

83
38%

See themselves as professionals
in an area of work

Is competent in work
related questions

63

43

Is fair in dividing
responsibilities
among employees

46

47 46 7

My colleagues provide necessary support for
my successful execution of tasks

40

Can always give piece
of advice, a suggestion,
and constructive criticism

59

34 55 11

I am interested in how work at other divisions
of HSE is going

38

Considers opinion
of employees

45

37

Finds common ground
with employees easily

48

Is interested in professional
development of employees

41

75

Often show initiative at work

65%

67

When completing work tasks ﬁnd ways
to solve them independently

51%

Have all necessary materials for high
quality performance of tasks

56

Believe that their work
is respected by others

50

44%

57%

Relationship with colleagues

ASP

60

Fully satisﬁed with
their compensation

79

Consider work tasks to be interesting

22%

eag ues

29

59 39 2

6 18 76

48 50 3

Fully satisﬁed with ofﬁce size

4 28 68

41

Can realize personal ideas at work

AMP³

ASP³

Cha

n managers
Divisio
50%

Courses needed

Information systems
(LMS, ASAV, SDOU)
31%

Employees
75%

Management

Preparation and execution
of presentations
13%

German language

7%
Have detailed information 20%

12% Have almost no information

Challenges faced
by employees during work

French language
Organization of the educational
process

Software (Excel,
Power Point, Word)
Graphics software

Have a need for additional information

1 agreed with the statement, marked 4 or 5 on a 5-point scale; 2 agreed with the statement, marked 4 or 5 on a 5-point scale; 3 here and further: AMP — administrative management personnel,
ASP — administrative support personnel.

I highly value professionalism of my colleagues

There is high competition among my colleagues

59%
40%

Lack of time, a need to stay extra hours
at work or do work outside of business hours

17%
28%

Lack of equipment, databases, and software

23%
34%

Challenges with e-systems
(ASAV, SDOU, etc.)

15%
11%

Lack of clear instructions from
a direct supervisor

Rather agree

Disagree

ll e n g e s

Faced challenges

English language
Have a general idea 68%

There is much gossip in teams of my division

Absolutely agree

P ro
l
fe ss i o n a
d ev
elo p m ent
Have information about opportunities
for professional development at NRU HSE

I like working with colleagues from my division

Challenges faced by division managers
66%
35%

Lack of employees to complete all tasks

Overworked employees

66%
39%

Challenge in obtaining a good ofﬁce
for comfortable placement of employees

63%
57%
61%
61%

Challenge in ﬁnding employees
with acceptable qualiﬁcations

39%
22%

Lack of ﬁnancial support for a division

18%
13%

Challenge in establishing communication
with other divisions

16%
13%

Challenge in communicating
with other divisions

AMP

ASP

3 completely agree with the statement, marked 5 on a 5-point scale; Source: Monitoring of administrative personnel 2012, N=239.

News and events that
interest employees*
AMP

Feedback from administrative personnel
regarding development of the university

Figure of the Month

ASP
To improve collaboration between administrative divisions
within HSE, have clear written instructions of functions for
administrative divisions at HSE including areas of responsibility.
Work of all HSE employees should be heading in one direction.
To differentiate expectations for reports and development
of different science fields and departments: delegate more
responsibility to departments in developing individualized
strategies that are aligned with the overall strategy. To make work
of different expert groups more transparent and representative.
To create a separate division, independent from management,
that arranges all expert groups.

47%
of employees believe that they
perform more tasks and functions
than expected in their contract.

I would like to see various educational options for
the master programs at NRU HSE for HSE employees.
I would like to see more opportunities for professional development and creativity as today
many hindrances exist: recruitment into creative groups only runs once/twice a year, only
employees who have worked at HSE for more than 6 months qualify to sign up for additional
courses.
Create a “Green University” project at HSE (recycling, energy efficient technologies,
involvement of students in various projects related to environmental protection, etc.).
Create small cozy green grounds around university campuses. Create a quality fitness center with
convenient work hours (open until midnight) for administrative personnel and faculty or have
agreement with fitness centers in Moscow offering corporate discounted rates. Create a corporate
loyalty program which includes different business segments for all employees, students and alumni.
Develop an internal social network.
Create an analytical division which would be responsible for questions relating to
development of infomedia at the university (web sites of all divisions, software, etc.).
Hire highly qualified specialists, if needed, who can program and develop existing complicated
information systems. Outsourcing these functions is not always effective from the cost and
quality stand point.
*A % of employees who follow the news
regularly is given.

Посещение корпоративных мероприятий
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